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About This Game

Sci-Fi Cyberpunk Visual Novel based in a future where telepathic powers are common-place. Meet Jackie - a freelance
negotiator who's best friend is a cyber dolphin. Accompany her in an adventure she didn't really ask for. Solve a mystery and

maybe make some new friends along the way.

Crystal Chameleon is a choice based visual novel. Make decisions at various places in the game to proceed in a good or bad
timeline.

Good luck making the right choices ;)

Vysoko Anime Production
* Story and production by Milan Kazarka

* Development by Jeroen van Oosten
* Art and design by Emanuele Arnaldi

* Editing by Daniel Meyer
* Music by Sebastian Bach
* Music by Felix Barbarino

* Music by Mim Rasouli
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Title: Crystal Chameleon
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Milan Kazarka, Jeroen van Oosten
Publisher:
Vysoko Anime Production
Release Date: 7 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 350 MB available space

Sound Card: Recommended

English
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Just bought it to look cool... lol. the game looks nice, but i was unable to find a queue. Crashes on launch. Possibly I'm in luck
here, based on other reviews this is a poor quality Contra arcade game ripoff with lazy retro pixel graphics.

Regardless, "successfully launching" is one of the criteria I have for games that want to avoid a thumbs down.. So much fun. I
know what my weekend will be spend doing.. The caveat to my positive rating\/recommendation will be that I got this on sale
for under $4 and I'm glad I didn't pay more.

There are a lot of shortcomings here and many better P&C games available on steam for the same price or cheaper, but if you
can get this one at 75% off or more, it's not as bad as some of the reviews would have you believe. While the art\/style isn't
terrible on the surface, a lot of the animations are longwinded and just plain bad, leaving you rolling your eyes and tapping your
foot while you wait for your cursor to reappear on the screen.

The puzzles are fairly straight-forward and somewhat bland; the intrigue surrounding the premise is what kept me motivated to
see this through to the end, and even then, the last chapter is barely interesting enough to slog through the last few "puzzles,"
feeling more like a chore than a satisfying climax\/resolution. I found the voice acting enjoyable despite some quesitonable
writing.

Get this during a sale or in a bundle, otherwise there are much better P&C options.. Buy for the soundtrack, not for the game..
Best game ever!. A simple and stupid Jump-Game.
First I wasn't able to access any levels, like some other people in these reviews. But after I set back the Highscores, everything
worked just fine. But, anyway, it's stupid. Cannot recommend it.. King Lucas meets its mark as an exploration adventure set in a
large world, but it lacks the polish and finesse that would make it truly shine out among others.

I did complete all ten levels of the single player mode, and I'll admit that the challenge of navigating through such a large world
was fun. The game provides a limited number of tools that, when used efficiently, allowed me to finish the game in about 8
hours of playtime. I like the novel twist on level design, with an evolving castle on a scale that reminded me of the maze from
the World's Largest Dungeon pen and paper RPG.

The dialogue presents the first challenge to seamless gameplay, with errors in grammar and syntax that appear to be more than
just oversights in translation. The attempts at humor by the NPCs are cringeworthy, and not in a good way; cultural references
are thrown in at odd places, and most of the jokes feel forced. Few of the NPCs have any relevance to the game itself, which at
first leads to a lot of wasted time. Although the game provides a loose narrative that is slowly revealed through a few of these
conversations, the story is inconsequential and provides little added value.

Navigating the large world is the main challenge, with the rest of the game being extremely easy. Combat essentially reduces to
button-mashing, with a few choices of weapons but little skill involved. The levels do become increasingly populated with
enemies as the size of the castle increases, but none of these are difficult when compared to classic or modern games in the
same genre.

The music also leaves much to be desired and at times even sounds like it was procedurally generated. If you do play this, then I
suggest muting the game in favor of your own soundtrack.

Replayability is limited, as by level 10 I was noticing rooms start to repeat or look similar. Once you get the hang of the game,
it's a lather-rinse-repeat strategy to complete each level. I was unable to try multiplayer mode, as no public games were available
the few times I checked.

King Lucas provides an innovative twist on procedural exploration games, but in the end it fails to live up to its Platonic ideal. I
only recommend this game if you're a dedicated roguelike player with a compulsion to collect every last one.. Very fun A bit of
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a weird story but you can skip it by just clicking on the screen once.

+Mine sweeper with interesting aspects

+lots of replayability

+A casual game that is fun to get into but takes time to git gud at

-Semi dusgusting story

- Can be a bit slow at times

-No achivements

it explains everything clearly but has no tutorial
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great game mlg coolstar. This game is pretty solid. If you're into the dungeon crawler style of games then I'd definitly
recommend it.

PROS

+Good selection of party members, each feeling fairly unique
+Game felt polished the whole way through with no glitches
+No weird difficulty spikes for the sake of having an "insane" last boss.

CONS
-Character level ups have no customization, and minimal descriptions
  EXAMPLE: When my warrior gained a level it just said POWER HIT. I hovered the mouse over it and no explanation is
given. While fighting I would randomly see the words POWER HIT appear so you figure out what it does.

-The automapping is ok...you oneed to face a wall to make it appear. This leaves your map with a bunch of liitle gaps, and
makes you feel like you need to strafe along the walls to make sure it all gets drawn and you're not lost later

-The secrets are BRUTALLY hard to see later in the game. Its mostly the stone block of a wall thats pushed out a bit.

-Game is very short. Took me 5.0 hours exactly to finish it. However I am really not sick of it at all. I would start a new game
with a new party right away if I didn't have a massive backlog of everything else to play.

All in all this is quite a bit of fun to play. $5 for it on sale is a good price.. simple but very nice and challenging game. i
recommend it.. Now before i go and give my full opinion i want to make it clear i got this on sale for 9.99USD i wouldn't pay
full price

But now then i would only reccomend this on sale and if you fly in the area obviously if you fly in scandinavia or the United
states more then western europe then don't buy this it's a waist of your money and time.

However if you do fly in western europe a lot like me then you will see a diference when it comes to the affected areas, I can't
say they are accuret as i don't live in europe but i can tell you that i had seen a big diference in the areas i fly mostly the areas
used to be flat forest and farmland with some hills but after i installed this it went to rolling hills with forest,farmland and small
towns so i did enjoy this DLC

So in conclusion i'd only get this on sale and if you fly in the affected areas if you happen to find it on sale and do fly commonly
in western europe then i'd would consider this DLC but if it's on sale then that means theirs probably better stuff on sale as well
but i do reccomend this if the folllowing was true for you. P.S This also goes great with one of the two tree DLC's.. This game is
a cheap clone of big pharma and factorio (coming to steam soon). It lasts maybe an hour of play then it expects you to jump
through the hoop of prestiging, like in CoD or idle games. The only difference is in those games prestiging is used to extend the
life of the game by forcing you to restart to earn bonuses. In this game, you restart to earn useless machines that are purely
convenience.

The whole challenge in this game is derived from matching resources together to complete objectives and earn money. Once
you prestige you do the exact same thing all over again, with the same knowledge of combinations. It lasts maybe and hour, and
after that it's a game all about waiting. Unless you choose to install mods, this game isn't worth the price of admission.. Catchy
song. Challanging but not impossible. Cons. it wont let you adjust the screen size. feels like im playing on a phone screen its so
small.. Panzer General V 15.0
so much fun!. actuallly very hard but still fun
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